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Abstract
We study the problem of scheduling a parallel computation so as to minimize the maximum number of data
items extant at any point in the execution. Computations are expressed as directed graphs, where nodes represent
primitive operations and arcs represent data dependences. The result of an operation is extant after the operation
executes and until all immediate successors have begun execution. Our goal is to schedule computations so as to
minimize both the maximum space required for extant data and the overall completion time.
The classical problem of multiprocessor scheduling with precedence constraints is a special case of our problem,
obtained by disregarding the data-space constraint. This special case is NP-complete for general graphs; a time-
optimal multiprocessor scheduling algorithm is known only for the class of arbitrary trees. For this same class of
arbitrary trees we present a multiprocesssor scheduling algorithm where the completion time is optimal within a
constant factor, while the data-space size exceeds the optimal by a factor not greater than the number of processors.
For an arbitrary n-node precedence tree T of in-degree , we present:
(1) an algorithm for evaluating the lower bound on the size of data space required for executing T , regardless of
the completion time or number of processors;
(2) a proof that the lower bound of Part 1 may be as large as (− 1) lg n but not larger;
(3) a single-processor schedule that executes T in time that equals the optimal, while creating the data space of
size equal to the lower bound of Part 1;
(4) an ω-processor schedule that executes T in time not exceeding three times the optimal, while creating the data
space of size that exceeds the lower bound of Part 1 by a factor not greater than ω.
(5) a proof that for every number of processors ω and for every 0 <   1, there exist infinitely many trees
such that every ω-processor schedule that executes any of these trees in time not exceeding (2 − ) times the
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optimal requires a token space as large as that created by the schedule of Part 4, while the schedule of Part 4
executes every such tree in optimal time.
The family of complete binary trees provides an example where our schedule achieves an exponential improve-
ment in the size of the data space, compared to that of the classical time-optimal schedule.
© 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation
The size of the data space which must be maintained by a computing system when executing a giv-
en computation is a crucial performance parameter, because a large, and hence slow memory cannot
operate at processor speed. In uniprocessor systems, classical notions of locality serve as the basis for
reducing the effective required data space through the introduction of a cache between the processor
and main memory. The cache is much smaller than main memory, hence faster and better able to match
the processor speed. In parallel computers, simple notions of locality are not directly applicable. The
basic strategy for effectively utilizing the machine’s multiple resources is to identify independent activ-
ities and schedule them together. The straightforward observation is: the greater the number of parallel,
independent activities, the less local the computation. Section 1.3 briefly reviews current designs for
parallel machines and the manner in which the problem of a large data space is addressed in these
designs.
In this paper we study the intrinsic data space requirement of computations. Our results show that the
apparently conflicting goals of parallelism and locality are not necessarily at odds.
1.2. Model and results
Computations are represented by directed graphs; nodes of the graph are primitive operations and
arcs represent data dependences. One can try to schedule such a computation on a number of processors
for minimal completion time. For general graphs, this problem is NP-complete [17]; for general trees,
an optimal schedule is known [10]. Here, we study the more general problem of minimizing both the
completion time and the maximum token-space requirement of a computation. The token-space require-
ment at time step i is the number of data items which have been computed by time i and are required by
operations which are not scheduled for execution until times i + k, k  1.
To illustrate the need for controlling the token space, consider Hu’s algorithm [10] for multiproces-
sor execution of trees. At each time step, the algorithm simply schedules those nodes whose level is
highest and all of whose dependence constraints have been satisfied. (The level of a node is its distance
from the output.) While Hu’s algorithm achieves the optimal completion time, it is not difficult to show
that, in general, the maximum number of data tokens generated for an n-node tree is (n), even for
single-processor execution.
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In this paper, we pose the following questions:
(1) Given a computation represented by a graph G, what is the theoretical lower bound on the maximum
number of data tokens extant at any time during the course of the computation? Can this number be
constrained to be significantly smaller than the size of the graph itself?
(2) Can one produce a schedule for said computation which approximates the lower bound in (1)? If so,
can this schedule be produced in a computationally efficient manner?
(3) Do these results apply to multiprocessor execution of the graph G?
For general graphs, the problem is at least as hard as classical multiprocessor scheduling with pre-
cedence constraints, and hence is necessarily NP-complete. However, for the case of arbitrary trees,
we present new algorithms which optimize specifically for token space, while preserving near-optimal
completion time.
We have the following results for an arbitrary n-node precedence tree T with maximum in-degree :
(1) an algorithm for evaluating the lower bound on the size of data space required for executing T ,
regardless of the completion time or number of processors;
(2) a proof that the lower bound of Part 1 may be as large as (− 1) lg n but not larger;
(3) a single-processor schedule that executes T in time that equals the optimal, while creating the data
space of size equal to the lower bound of Part 1;
(4) an ω-processor schedule that executes T in time not exceeding three times the optimal, while creat-
ing the data space of size that exceeds the lower bound of Part 1 by a factor not greater than ω.
(5) a proof that for every number of processors ω and for every 0 <   1, there exist infinitely many
trees such that every ω-processor schedule that executes any of these trees in time not exceeding
(2 − ) times the optimal requires a token space as large as that created by the schedule of Part 4,
while the schedule of Part 4 executes every such tree in optimal time.
The family of complete binary trees provides an example where our scheduling algorithm achieves an
exponential improvement in the size of the data space, compared to that of the classical time-optimal
algorithm of Hu [10].
Our schedules are produced in time linear in the size of the scheduled tree.
The presentation is organized as follows. The introduction concludes with Section 1.3, which high-
lights the problems associated with a large data space in current parallel architectures. Section 2 begins
with elementary definitions and notation from graph theory. Section 2.2 defines the class of precedence
trees, which is the focus of our study. Section 2.3 formalizes the notion of an execution schedule for
precedence trees. The substance of our presentation begins in Section 2.3.2, with the introduction of two
forms of composition of schedules that we employ subsequently. One of these, the dovetail, is a novel
construct which captures precisely the potential compatibility between locality and parallelism. In Sec-
tion 3 the single-processor version of our schedule Υ is introduced and explored; Section 3.4 establishes
the lower bound on the token-space size, which is equal to the token-space requirement of schedule
Υ . Section 4 presents the multiprocessor version Υ (ω). Central to the construction of our schedules is
the descent labeling, a function which precisely characterizes the intrinsic data space requirement of a
specific tree.
1.3. Data space requirement in current parallel computers
The exploitation of parallelism in computation has been pursued in two ways: by relaxing the implied
sequencing of conventional code, or by employing a non-conventional type of code which is inherently
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parallel. A middle ground between these extremes adds parallel constructs to an existing conventional
language.
In the first approach, the usual program counter is replaced with a “window” of fixed size which moves
through the sequential instruction stream. Instructions within the window may be scheduled in parallel,
subject to data dependences. Scheduling within the window may be done statically, by a compiler [6,9],
or at run time by the processor hardware [15,16]. As technology advances and processor designs strive
for greater parallelism, the size of the window can be expected to increase. The storage employed for
holding operands and results associated with instructions in the window represents the highest level of
the memory hierarchy—equivalent to the general purpose registers of today’s machines. Accordingly,
the access time for this storage must be matched to the processor’s speed. It will therefore become
increasingly important that the scheduling of instructions in the window minimize the maximum number
of data items which must be stored at any given time.
Inherently parallel languages, such as Id [14] and Sisal [8], have been implemented and used for over
a decade in so called “dataflow” machines [2]. In these architectures, the instruction window is taken
to its logical extreme and becomes simply the entire program. There is no a priori ordering imposed
on the instructions, so no special “lookahead” function is required to reorder them in accordance with
data dependences. The only scheduling rule in these machines is that an instruction may be “fired” when
its operand data are available; otherwise the choice is arbitrary. Early dataflow designs were found to
have serious performance problems, in part because they experienced an explosion of data tokens while
executing instructions in arbitrary order from within the large window. The need to search a large data
space for every operand slowed the machine down unacceptably.
Recent, more sophisticated versions of dataflow, also known as multithreaded machines [3,5,7,11,13],
seek to reduce the overhead of testing for the availability of every single operand by increasing the gran-
ularity of the operations to which dataflow sequencing applies. A compiler is responsible for collecting
groups of instructions into “threads”; these are executed in the conventional way on a single processor
with a compiler-specified ordering. Dynamic sequencing based on data availability only applies between
threads. Multithreading is now being added as a hardware capability to conventional processors as well.
Tera [1] is based on the equivalent of multithreading; the XIMD [18] and Processor Coupled architec-
tures [12] propose still finer grained threads at the single-processor level. As code is transformed by
compilers to expose greater parallelism—and in particular more threads—the cycle time associated with
accessing operands from a store which supports this parallelism will become a significant performance
issue.
2. Precedence trees and schedules
An execution instance of a program is represented by a directed graph, where nodes stand for com-
putation activities, while each arc is directed from an activity that produces a data item to an acivity
that uses that item as input. No assumptions are made about the computational power encapsulated
within individual activities represented by nodes; analogously, no constraints are imposed on the struc-
ture of data items passed between such activities in accordance with the arc-set of the graph. We do
assume, however, that the activities within a computation are sufficiently homogeneous in their power
and duration to allow us to assign identical time costs to them all, and to subject them all to an identical
input/output interface. With these assumptions, the abstract setting that we adopt may be instantiated to
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represent adequately various concrete computation models of varying grain; our results apply to all such
instances.
Section 2.1 clarifies the graph-theoretic formalism in which we state our problem and derive our
results. Precedence trees, the class of precedence graphs whose evaluation we study, are defined in
Section 2.2. Section 2.3 formalizes our notion of execution schedules and introduces some of the ideas
central to our solutions.
2.1. Notation and conventions
2.1.1. Conventions
Let Zn = {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} and let N = {1, 2, . . .} be the set of positive natural numbers. Let lg x =
log2 x + 1; note that lg 1 = 1. For a set A, ‖A‖ is the cardinality of A.
Definition 1. A graph G is a pair consisting of a finite set N and a set A of ordered pairs of the elements
of set N :
G = (N,A), A ⊆ N × N.
The set N (G) = N is the node set of graph G = (N,A); the elements of N (G) are nodes of graph G;
the set A(G) = A is the arc set of graph G = (N,A); the elements of A(G) are arcs of graph G.
Given an arc (u, v) ∈ A(G), nodes u and v are the endpoints of (u, v) and they are said to be mutually
adjacent and connected by arc (u, v). Arc (u, v) ∈ A(G) is incident out of node u and incident in node
v; it is directed from u to v and adjacent to both u and v.
In a graph G, the number of arcs incident in node u ∈ N (G) is the in-degree di(u) of node u in graph
G; the number of arcs incident out of node u ∈ N (G) is the out-degree do(u) of node u in graph G. The
in-degree di(G) of graph G is the greatest of the in-degrees of its nodes: di(G) = maxu∈N (G) di(u);
analogously, the out-degree do(G) of graph G is the greatest of the out-degrees of its nodes: do(G) =
maxu∈N (G) do(u).
The size ‖G‖ of graph G is the number of its nodes: ‖G‖ = ‖N (G)‖.
The activities performed during an execution instance are determined by the node set of a graph; the
total number of such activities equals the size of the graph. Each node depends for its input data on the
nodes that are adjacent to it across those arcs that are incident into the node; this node supplies its result
to the nodes that are adjacent to it across those arcs that are incident out of it. The in-degree of a node
equals the number of input arguments it requires, while the out-degree of a node equals the number of
activities that require its result.
The arc structure of a graph thus mandates a certain ordering of the execution of individual activities—
an arc from node u to node v forces activity v to follow activity u. The simplest and ubiquitous non-trivial
arc structure found in execution instances is that of a path.
Definition 2. The length-(n − 1) path Pn consists of a sequence of n nodes with an arc between every
node and its successor in the sequence:
N (Pn) = Zn,
A(Pn) = {(i, i + 1) | 0  i < n − 1}.
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Path Pn is directed from node 0 to node n − 1; nodes 0 and n − 1 are the endpoints of Pn. The distance
between nodes u and u + k in path Pn is k; such nodes are said to be k nodes or k arcs apart from one
another.
Graph G′ is a subgraph of graph G if N (G′) ⊆ N (G) and A(G′) ⊆ A(G). A subgraph G′ of graph
G is induced subgraph of G on node setN (G′) ⊆ N (G) if G′ contains every arc of G whose endpoints
are in N (G′): (∀u, v ∈ N (G′))((u, v) ∈ A(G) 	⇒ (u, v) ∈ A(G′)).
The distance ρ(u, v) in graph G between two nodes u, v ∈ N (G) is their distance in the shortest path
in G that is directed from u to v.
A path corresponds to a sequential execution of activities, where exactly one activity may execute at
any time. The distance between nodes u and v in a path corresponds to the number of activities that must
be completed after the beginning of activity u but before the beginning of activity v. A graph that has
long paths as subgraphs corresponds to an execution instance that has long sequences of activities that
execute one at a time with respect to one another.
2.2. Precedence trees
While every execution instance corresponds to a graph, some graphs do not correspond to plausible
execution instances. Precedence graphs are a subclass of graphs that correspond to execution instances.
We focus on a subclass of this class—trees.
Definition 3. Graph T is a precedence tree if T is a graph in which all nodes have out-degree exactly
1, except for a unique node r that has out-degree 0.
(∃r ∈ N (T ))(do(r) = 0 ∧ (∀v ∈ N (T ))(v /= r 	⇒ d0(v) = 1)).
Node r of out-degree zero is the output of the precedence tree T ; node i ∈ N (T ) is an input to the
precedence tree T if its in-degree iz zero: di(i) = 0;
In a precedence tree T , node u ∈ N (T ) is a predecessor of node v ∈ N (T ), denoted as u ≺ v, if there
exists a path directed from u to v that is a subgraph of T . If node u is a predecessor of node v, then v is
a successor of u, denoted as v  u; v depends on u; u is above v; v is below u. If nodes u and v are the
endpoints of an arc (u, v) ∈ A(T ), then u is an immediate predecessor of v, while v is the immediate
successor of u. For a node v ∈ N (T ), I(v) is the set of immediate predecessors of v:
I(v) = {u ∈ N (T ) | (∃(u, v) ∈ A(T ))},
A set of nodes V ⊆ N (T ) is independent in the precedence tree T if no nodes of V have a predecessor
in T outside V :
(∀v ∈ V )(∀u ∈ N (T ) \ V )(u ≺ v).
Given a precedence tree T and a node u ∈ N (T ), Tu is the subtree of T induced on the set consisting of
node u and all predecessors of u.
Let T be an n-node precedence tree having output r and let T : N (T ) → Zn be a function that
assigns to every node its distance to the output:
T (v) = ρ(v, r).
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T (v) is the level of node v in tree T . The height (T ) of tree T is the highest among the levels of its
nodes: (T ) = maxu∈N (T )T (u).
Definition 3 implies that every precedence tree has at least one input and exactly one output. If there
exists a path between two nodes in a precedence tree, then this path is unique. For every node u ∈ N (Tr),
there exists exactly one path from u to the output r of Tr ; the length of this path is the level of node u
in Tr . The set of nodes that are above any node is disjoint from the set of nodes that are below it. The
output is below every other node; no nodes are above any input.
The inputs of a precedence tree correspond to those activities that operate on the input data of the
program; the output of the tree corresponds to evaluation of the unique output of the program. An activity
depends for its input on all of its predecessors, its completion is required for the execution of any of its
successors.
An independent subtree of a precedence tree is potentially executable in parallel with the remainder
of the tree, as such a subtree does not depend for its inputs on the other nodes of the tree. If a tree
can be partitioned into large independent subtrees that jointly contain virtually all nodes of the tree,
then such a tree straightforwardly yields itself to an execution that efficiently employs in parallel as
many agents as there are independent subtrees. In addition, for this efficient execution regimen to last
throughout the entire computation, such independent subtrees should be approximately equal in size.
Although intuitively appealing and sufficient for an efficient execution, this type of partitioning into
large like-sized independent subtrees is neither necessary nor generally feasible within the entire class
of arbitrary precedence trees. Indeed, in our approach, through the novel mechansims of descent labels
(Section 4.1) and schedule dovetailing (Section 2.3.2), independent subtrees are selected for parallel
execution in a non-obvious fashion which in general allows such subtrees to be of extremely small size
and accordingly numerous.
On the other hand, the classic notion of locality, as it applies to precedence graphs, suggests that
an activity be executed as soon as its predecessors have completed, so as to consume their results
as soon as possible. Enforcing locality thus favors execution of paths, where each node immediate-
ly follows its successor. While execution regimens that exhibit such high locality are certainly effi-
cient, in general it is impossible to maintain them throughout the execution of an entire precedence
tree.
The potentials for parallelism and locality in an execution of a precedence tree are exposed through
two different characteristics of the tree structure: the former is witnessed by independent subtrees, while
the latter is witnessed by long paths. Our approach reconciles these two views.
2.3. Schedules
The arc set of a precedence tree stipulates a partial order on the execution of individual activities,
represented by the tree nodes. An execution schedule, however, specifies the exact time of execution
of each activity. A schedule is correct if it respects the partial order implied by the arc set of the tree.
Since all activities are assumed to be of equal duration—exactly one time unit, it suffices that a schedule
specifies for each activity its time step as a positive integer.
Definition 4. Let T be a precedence tree, and let σ : N (T ) → N be a function such that σ assigns to
every node a value smaller than the value it assigns to any of the successors of that node:
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(∀u ∈ N (T ))(u ≺ v 	⇒ σ(u) < σ(v)).
Function σ is a schedule for precedence tree T .
If σ(u) = k, node u is executed at step k; for every j < k < , such node u is executed after step j
and before step . Domain N (T ) of schedule σ : N (T ) → N is written as σ−1, while σ−1(k) denotes
the set of nodes executed at step k: σ−1(k) = {u | σ(u) = k}, for all 1  k  ‖σ‖. Node u, which is not
executed before step m, is enabled at step m if u has no predecessors or if all predecessors of node u are
executed before step m. The set of nodes enabled at step m of schedule σ is written as σ (m):
σ (m) = {u ∈ σ−1 | σ(u)  m ∧ (∀v ∈ σ−1)(v ≺ u 	⇒ σ(v) < m)}.
By Definition 4, a node is not executed before it is enabled; by Definition 3, a node i is enabled at
step 1 if and only if i is an input. A node is executed after all nodes above it and before all nodes below
it—the execution descends from the input(s) to the output.
The efficiency of a correct schedule is measured in terms of the time required to execute the tree,
or equivalently, in terms of the number of steps contained in the schedule. The following definition
formalizes the execution time of a schedule.
Definition 5. Let σ be a schedule for a precedence tree T that executes the nodes of N (T ) at exactly 
distinct steps:
‖σ(N (T ))‖ = .
Schedule σ is of length ; the length of schedule σ , ‖σ(N (T ))‖, is written as ‖σ‖.
Note that ‖σ‖ does not stand for the size of function σ , but rather for the size of its range ‖σ(N (T ))‖.
For convenience, we assume that every schedule of length  employs exactly the initial, contiguous
segment of  available steps:
‖σ‖ =  ⇐⇒ σ : N (T ) → {1, . . . , }.
Where a schedule, say σ : N (T ) → {1, . . . , }, is specified so that it is not surjective, an obvious order-
preserving surjection from σ(N (T )) to a prefix of {1, . . . , } is used to redefine σ and enforce our
convention.
Definition 4 evidently does not pose any constraint on the number of nodes of the tree that are exe-
cuted simultaneously at any individual step. Our assumption is that the execution of one activity during
its scheduled time step requires that one computing agent (processor) be allocated exclusively to that
activity. By assumption, an architecture is homogeneous in that all of its processors are of equal power,
adequate for the assumed grain of activity encapsulated within nodes and for the structure of data passed
along the arcs. Since the processors are in every respect interchangeable, architectures differ in the
number of processors they contain. The maximum number of nodes scheduled at any single time step
thus determines the minimum number of processors required for the execution of a given schedule.
Definition 6. Given a schedule σ for a precedence tree T , the width of σ at step k is the number of
nodes of tree T executed at step k: ‖σ−1(k)‖. The width γ (σ ) of schedule σ is the largest among the
widths of its steps:
γ (σ ) = max
1k‖σ‖ ‖σ
−1(k)‖.
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For a positive integer ω, schedule σ is an ω-processor schedule for a precedence tree T if γ (σ ) = ω.
For convenience, we assume that schedule width is always an even number.
Since the number of processors is typically an immutable property of an architecture, the precedence-
graph scheduling problem is standardly posed as that of minimizing the execution time for a given
execution instance and a given number of processors. Given a precedence graph and the schedule
width, one is looking for a schedule of given width with minimum possible length that executes the
graph. Before reviewing the results known about this problem (Section 2.3.1), we complete our set-
ting by introducing an additional schedule efficiency criterion with which we augment the original
question: the token space of a schedule. After a data item is produced as the output of an activity, but
before it is consumed by a successor activity that uses it is an input, the data item must be stored in
the computation context. These data items, termed tokens, require memory space during the schedule
execution; their number is a measure of the efficiency with which a schedule uses its space
resource.
Definition 7. Let σ be a schedule for a precedence tree T . Node u is a token at step k in schedule σ
if u is executed at step k, or if u is executed before step k and its immediate successor v, if it exists,
is executed after step k. The token space T (σ, k) of schedule σ at step k is the set of all tokens at
step k.
T (σ, k) = {u ∈ N (T ) | (σ (u)  k) ∧ ((∃(u, v) ∈ A(T )) 	⇒ (σ (v) > k))}.
The token-space size τ(σ ) of schedule σ is the largest among the sizes of its token spaces:
τ(σ ) = max
1k‖σ‖ ‖T (σ, k)‖.
Note that the token space at any execution step contains at least one token; at the last step the token
space is the singleton consisting of the output of the tree.
Given an arbitrary precedence tree T and a number of processors ω, our goal is to find a schedule σT
of width γ (σT ) = ω, that executes tree T so that length ‖σT ‖ and token-space size τ(σT ) are simulta-
neously as small possible.
2.3.1. Schedule B
Ullman [17] shows that the classic problem of multiprocessor scheduling with precedence constraints
is NP-complete. Precisely, given a precedence graph G and positive integers ω and k, it is NP-complete
to decide if there exists an ω-processor schedule for G of length k. For a fixed ω > 2, presently it is not
known if the same question is solvable in polynomial time. Finally, Coffman and Graham [4] give an
optimal-time schedule for executing an arbitrary precedence graph with two processors.
For the specific class of arbitrary trees, an efficient scheduling algorithm is known—Hu proves [10]
that schedule B specified in the following definition is a multiprocessor schedule of optimal length.
Informally, schedule B(ω) at each step executes as many enabled nodes as possible, giving priority to
those enabled nodes that are at the highest level in the tree.
Definition 8. Let T be a precedence tree and let B(ω)T , where γ (B
(ω)
T ) = ω, be a schedule for T such
that the following property holds:
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Let (k) = {g1, g2, . . . , g‖(k)‖} be the set of nodes of tree T that are enabled at step k, ordered in a
non-increasing order of their levels in tree T :







(k) if ω  ‖(k)‖,
{gi ∈ (k) | 1  i  ω} if ω < ‖(k)‖.
Intuitively, the optimality of schedule B results from its “greedy” behavior—not only are nodes ex-
ecuted as soon as they are enabled, but preference is given to those nodes that are further from the
output. The execution front is thereby kept as broad as possible, so as to ensure that all processors
always have as many as possible enabled nodes to process. However, such abundance of enabled nodes
requires ample token space (see Section 3.3.2 for an illustration). Our strategy is to execute schedule B
on selected subtrees of a given precedence tree, and to combine such optimal executions of subtrees into
a near-optimal execution of the entire tree, while precluding excessive growth of the token space.
2.3.2. Composing schedules
This section formalizes two ways, sequence and dovetail, to compose a schedule for a precedence
tree out of the schedules for its subtrees. The dovetail is introduced here to facilitate the subsequent
presentation of our schedule Υ (ω). In fact, Υ (ω) is expressed solely as a recursive iteration of dovetails
and sequences of schedule B; the proof of performance of schedule Υ (ω) follows from the properties of
the two composition schemes, derived in this section.
Intuitively, the two composition mechanisms correspond to the two basic execution mechanisms:
sequential and parallel. While sequencing of schedules is a straightforward sequential composition mech-
anism, the dovetail scheme is more involved—it is through iterated dovetailing, however, that our sched-
ule Υ (ω) acquires its favorable properties of simultaneous high parallelism and low token-space size.
Definition 9 (Sequence). Let σ1 be a schedule for precedence tree T1, and let σ2 be a schedule for
precedence tree T2. The sequence of schedules σ1 and σ2, schedule σ1 § σ2 : N (T1) ∪N (T2) → N , is
defined as follows:
(∀u ∈ N (T1))(σ1 § σ2(u) = σ1(u)),
(∀u ∈ N (T2))(σ1 § σ2(u) = ‖σ1‖ + σ2(u)).
The length and token-space size of a schedule sequence are straightforwardly calculated:
‖σ1 § σ2‖ = ‖σ1‖ + ‖σ2‖,
τ (σ1 § σ2) = max(τ (σ1), τ (σ2)).
Dovetail of schedules is a modified union of schedules as functions. A proper union of two schedules,
say σ1 ∪ σ2, implies that σ1 and σ2 execute in parallel, since (σ1 ∪ σ2)−1(k) = σ−11 (k) ∪ σ−12 (k) for
any step k, meaning that a schedule union at every step executes all nodes executed by both component
schedules at that step. While the length of a union is bounded by the length of its longest component,
its width is, in general, equal to the sum of the widths of its components. The dovetail is designed so
as to retain a low execution time, while avoiding the increase in the required number of processors that
characterizes the union.
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The dovetail of schedules σ1 and σ2 of width ω differs from their union in that a step of schedule σ2
may be composed only with those steps of σ1 that do not employ a sufficiently large number of proces-
sors. We formalize “sufficiently large” as (ω/2). Furthermore, when such a composite step, obtained as
the union of two component steps, numbers more than ω nodes, the step is split into two adjacent steps,
both of width at least (ω/2). This description of the dovetail is formalized in the following definition.
Definition 10 (Dovetail). Let σ1 be a schedule for precedence tree T1, and let σ2 be a schedule for
precedence tree T2, where γ (σ1) = γ (σ2) = ω and trees T1 and T2 are independent. The dovetail of
schedules σ1 and σ2, schedule σ1 ∇ σ2 : N (T1) ∪N (T2) → N , is defined as follows:
Let K = {k1, k2, . . . , kd}, where kd  ‖σ1‖, be the set consisting of those steps of schedule σ1 whose
width is less than (ω/2):
1  k1 < k2 < · · · < kd  ‖σ1‖
(∀k ∈ K)(‖σ−11 (k)‖ < (ω/2)).




σ−11 (j) if i = 2j − 1 ∧ j  ‖σ1‖ ∧ j ∈ K,
σ−11 (j) ∪ σ−12 () if i = 2j − 1 ∧ j = k ∈ K ∧ ‖σ−11 (j) ∪ σ−12 ()‖  ω,
σ−11 (j) ∪ S if i = 2j − 1 ∧ j = k ∈ K ∧ ‖σ−11 (j) ∪ σ−12 ()‖ > ω,
where S ⊂ σ−12 () ∧ ‖σ−11 (j) ∪ S‖ = (ω/2),
σ−12 () \ S if i = 2j ∧ j = k ∈ K ∧ ‖σ−11 (j) ∪ σ−12 ()‖ > ω,
where σ−1x (i − 1) = σ−11 (j) ∪ S ∧ S ⊂ σ−12 (),
σ−12 (i − 2‖σ1‖ + ‖K‖) if i > 2‖σ1‖ ∧ ‖σ2‖ > ‖K‖,∅ otherwise.
Schedule σ1 ∇ σ2 is obtained from schedule σx by the conventional elimination of every step i of σx
such that σ−1x (i) = ∅.
The creation of dovetail σ1 ∇ σ2 is best depicted as follows: Schedule σ1 is “stretched” by inserting
an empty step after every step of σ1; the actual steps of σ1 thus occupy only the odd-numbered steps
of the new schedule σx . The first step of σ1 whose width is less than (ω/2) is augmented by the first
step σ−12 (1) of σ2. Likewise, each step of σ1 whose width is less than (ω/2) is augmented by the next
available step in the sequence σ2. Each augmented step whose width exceeds ω is split into two steps,
where the second step takes place of the immediately following empty step in σx . The split is performed
so that each newly created step executes at least (ω/2) nodes. Those steps of σ2 that have not been
inserted into σx by the time σ1 ends are simply copied into σx . Finally, empty steps are “purged” from
σx , to obtain the result σ1 ∇ σ2.
The token-space size of a dovetail is bounded as:
τ(σ1 ∇ σ2)  τ(σ1) + τ(σ2).
While the sequence operation § is an associative operation, the dovetail ∇ , in general, is not asso-
ciative. For notational convenience, we assume that ∇ associates to the left. Hence, for an arbitrary
schedule sequence σ1, σ2, . . . , σm:
σ1 ∇ σ2 ∇ σ3 · · · ∇ σm = (· · · ((σ1 ∇ σ2) ∇ σ3) · · ·) ∇ σm.
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3. Single-processor execution
This section presents our single-processor schedule Υ and proves that Υ has optimal length and
uses a token space of optimal size while executing any precedence tree. Although schedule Υ is only a
special case of schedule Υ (ω), obtained by setting ω = 1, we present this schedule separately in order
to highlight the correspondence between the token-space creation in the schedule Υ = Υ (1) and our
construction of the lower bound for the token-space size. Indeed, for any tree, this lower bound and
the token-space requirement of schedule Υ are both proved to be equal to the value that the descent
labeling functionD assumes at the output of the tree. The descent labeling functionD thus characterizes
exactly the token-space requirement of a precedence tree; its definition is introduced in Section 3.1.
At the same time, the descent labeling D is the key concept in the definition of schedule Υ , given in
Section 3.2. Next, Section 3.3.1 proves that the descent labeling D determines the token-space size of
schedule Υ , while Section 3.4 shows that D also provides the lower bound for the token-space size of
every schedule, regardless of its length or width. Section 3.3.2 illustrates the exponential mismatch in
the required token-space size between schedules B and Υ .
3.1. Descent labeling D
The descent labeling function is defined recursively as follows.





1 if I(v) = ∅,
max0i<m(DT (ui) + i) if I(v) = {u0, u1, . . . , um−1}
∧ DT (u0)  DT (u1)  · · ·  DT (um−1).
Function DT is the descent labeling of tree T ; DT (v) is the descent label of node v ∈ N (T ).
Where no ambiguity may arise as to the underlying tree, DT is written as D.
Descent labels form a non-decreasing sequence along any path in a precedence tree. In particular, the
descent label of the output is at least as large as the label of any node in the tree. (Fig. 1 presents an
example of a labeled precedence tree.)
The following proposition is a direct consequence of the definition of the descent labeling:
Proposition 12 (Uniqueness of the descent labeling). Let T ′ be an independent subtree of a precedence
tree T —that is, let the node set N (T ′) be independent in T . Then
DT (v) = DT ′(v)
for any node v ∈ N (T ′).
Proposition 12 confirms that the descent label of any node depends only on its predecessors in the
precedence tree. Any independent subtree depends only on itself for the desent labels of any of its nodes.
Hence, various independent subtrees in a precedence tree may be labeled independently, since there
exists a unique consistent extension of these labelings into a labeling of the entire tree. It is exactly this
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Fig. 1. A precedence tree labeled by D.
property of their underlying descent labelings that enables schedules of individual independent subtrees
to be composed into a schedule for an entire precedence tree. Before proceeding to this construction, we
digress to assess the magnitude of descent labels.
Lemma 13 (Bounding descent labels). Let T be an n-node precedence tree having in-degree ; let r be
the output of T ; and let D = DT . Then:
D(r) 
{
1 if  = 1,
(− 1) lg n if   2.
Proof. When  = 1, tree T is really the path Pn−1 having exactly one input that receives descent label
1. Also, every node has exactly one immediate predecessor, thus a straightforward inductive argument
shows that all nodes receive the same label 1; in particular: D(r) = 1.
The claim of the lemma is proved for the case when   2 by induction on n. In the base case, when
n = 1, the only node of the tree receives descent label 1  (− 1) lg 1.
For n > 1, assume that outputs of all precedence trees having n′ < n nodes receive a descent label
not exceeding (− 1) lg n′. Let T be a precedence tree having n nodes, and let r be its output. Let
I(r) = {u0, u1, . . . , um−1} be the set of immediate predecessors of r , such thatD(u0)  D(u1)  · · · 
D(um−1), where 1  m  . Note that each subtree Tui is independent in T , while ‖Tui‖ < n because
Tui does not contain r . Thus, by the inductive hypothesis, D(ui)  (− 1) lg ‖Tui‖, for all 0  i < m.
Let  be such that:
max
0i<m
(D(ui) + i) = D(u) + .
The following two cases occur:
Case 1.  = 0.
D(r) = D(u0)  (− 1) lg ‖Tu0‖  (− 1) lg n.
Case 2.  > 0.
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Let j ∈ {0, } be such that ‖Tuj ‖ = min(‖Tu0‖, ‖Tu‖); note that D(u0)  D(uj )  D(u).
D(r)= D(u) + 
 D(uj ) + 
 (− 1) lg ‖Tuj ‖ + (− 1)
= (− 1)(lg ‖Tuj ‖ + 1)
= (− 1)(lg(2‖Tuj ‖))





 (− 1) lg n. 
The estimate provided by Lemma 13 cannot be improved in general—it is existentially tight across the
class of arbitrary precedence trees. Section 3.3.2 shows that the upper bound of (− 1) lg n is attained
by the family of the complete binary trees, where the descent label at the output of an n-node tree is
precisely lg n.
3.2. Schedule Υ
The single-processor version Υ of our schedule is derived straightforwardly from the descent labeling
D. The following is a recursive definition of schedule Υ .
Definition 14 (ScheduleΥ ). Let T be an n-node precedence tree having output r . Let I(r) = {u0, u1, . . . ,
um−1} be the set of immediate predecessors of r .




{(r, 1)} if I(v) = ∅,
ΥTu0
§ · · · § ΥTum−1 § {(r, 1)} if I(v) = {u0, u1, . . . , um−1}∧ DT (u0)  DT (u1)  · · ·  DT (um−1).
Schedule Υ executes a precedence tree T in a depth-first fashion, evaluating a node as soon as it is
enabled, always executing first those predecessors of any node that have the largest descent labels. If
the outputs of subtrees Tu0, Tu1, . . . , Tum−1 form the set I(r) of immediate predecessors of some node
r , where the subtrees are listed in a non-increasing order of the descent labels of their outputs, then
schedule Υ executes the entire subtree Tui before commencing Tui+1 , for 0  i < m − 1.
3.3. Performance of schedule Υ
It follows from Definition 14, by a straightforward inductive argument, that the width of schedule Υ
is 1, while the length of schedule Υ is n. Hence, Υ is a single-processor schedule of optimal length. The
token-space size τ(Υ ) is thus the only interesting aspect of the performance of schedule Υ .
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3.3.1. Token space in schedule Υ
The token-space size of schedule Υ is determined by the descent labeling D of the underlying tree.
Theorem 15 (Token space in schedule Υ ). Let T be a precedence tree having output r. The token-space
size of schedule ΥT is the descent label of the output of tree T :
τ(ΥT ) = DT (r).
Proof. The proof is by induction on n = ‖N (T )‖, the size of tree T . In the base case, when n = 1,
the only node is the output r , which becomes a token after it is executed, while DT (r) = 1, whence the
claim.
Assume that the token-space size τ(ΥT ′) of schedule Υ for any precedence tree T ′ having n′ < n
nodes equals the descent label of the output of T ′. Let T be an n-node precedence tree having output r
and let D be the descent labeling for T .
Let Ir = {u0, u1, . . . , um−1} be the set of immediate predecessors of r , in a non-increasing order of
their descent labels:
D(u0)  D(u1)  · · ·  D(um−1).
Consider the token space of schedule ΥT for tree T when it assumes its maximum size. In particular,
let node v ∈ N (Tu) be such that ‖T (ΥT , ΥT (v))‖ = τ(ΥT ). By construction of schedule Υ , the token
space T (ΥT , ΥT (v)) at step ΥT (v) comprises the outputs of the previously executed trees Tu0, . . . , Tu−1
as well as the set of tokens, say T (ΥTu , k), that are found in the independent execution of tree Tu in
schedule Υ at that step k = ΥT (v) −∑−1i=0 ‖Tui‖ when v is executed:
T (ΥT , ΥT (v)) = {u0, . . . , u−1} ∪ T (ΥTu , k).
Hence
τ(ΥT ) = ‖T (ΥT , ΥT (v))‖=  + ‖T (ΥTu , k)‖




(i +D(ui)) = D(r)
by the inductive hypothesis and the definition of descent labeling. 
Theorem 15 and Lemma 13 combine straightforwardly to yield the following claim.
Corollary 16 (Upper bound on token space in schedule Υ ). Let T be an n-node precedence tree of
in-degree . The size of the token space created by schedule Υ for the execution of tree T is bounded as
follows:
τ(ΥT )  (− 1) lg n.
The logarithmic upper bound on the token-space size required by schedule Υ is in sharp contrast to
the size of the token space generated by the classic Hu’s schedule B (see Definition 8), which may be
linear in the size of the tree. We proceed to demonstrate this difference.
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3.3.2. Comparing schedules Υ and B
The family of complete binary trees provides a convincing example of the possibility of token explo-
sion inherent in schedule B, which is eliminated by schedule Υ .
Definition 17. A complete binary tree of height h is a precedence tree of height h, where all nodes at
levels lower than h have in-degree 2:
(T ) = h
(∀u ∈ N (T ))((u) < h 	⇒ di(u) = 2).
A height-h complete binary tree has 2h+1 − 1 nodes; the height of an n-node complete binary tree is
lg n − 1.
The following claims follow straightforwardly from Definitions 8, 11, 14, 17, and from Theorem 15.
Proposition 18 (Scheduling complete binary trees). Let T be a height-h complete binary tree having
output r, and let ω be a positive integer. Let n = ‖T ‖ = 2h+1 − 1.
(a) DT (r) = h + 1 = lg n.
(b) τ(ΥT ) = lg n.
(c) τ(B(ω)T ) = 2h = (n − 1)/2. 
Evidently, the token space of schedule B in this case is exponentially larger than the token space
of schedule Υ , regardless of the number of processors ω that execute B. Generally, the token space of
schedule Υ is always in the order of the logarithm of the size of the tree, as follows from Lemma 13.
It is worthwhile to note, however, that Lemma 13 often overestimates the descent label of the output;
Corollary 16 thus also overestimates the size of the token space in schedule Υ . By Theorem 15, the
maximum size of the token space actually generated in schedule Υ for any precedence tree equals
exactly the descent label of the output; the following section presents the proof that no schedule can
execute in a smaller token space.
3.4. Lower bound on the token space size
Before proceeding to the crux of the argument, we derive an important property of the descent labeling
function.
Proposition 19 (Ordering). For a set A = {a0, a1, . . . , am−1}, an injective function π : Zm → A is a




and let πI ∈ SA be the permutation of A such that:




µπ(A) = µπI (A).
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Proof. Consider a permutation π ∈ SA such that π(i) < π(j), for some 0  i < j < m. Construct
permutation π ′ such that π ′(i) = π(j) and π ′(j) = π(i), while π ′(k) = π(k) for k /= i or k /= j . To
see that µπ ′(A)  µπ(A), note that π(k) + k = π ′(k) + k whenever k /= i and k /= j , while
π ′(i) + i = π(j) + i < π(j) + j,
π ′(j) + j = π(i) + j < π(j) + j.
The proof is completed by a straightforward inductive extension of this same transposition argument. 
Proposition 19 illuminates that part of the construction of the descent labeling function D (Definition
11) which requires the descent labels of the immediate predecessors of a node to be ordered in a non-
increasing order before the label of that node is computed. Proposition 19 shows that such ordering
minimizes the values of the descent labels and thus also minimizes the token-space size of schedule Υ .
Indeed, less obviously, Proposition 19 serves to establish the claim that the descent labeling D is the
lower bound on the token-space size of every schedule, regardless of the number of processors or the
execution time.
Theorem 20 (Lower bound for the token-space size). Let T be an n-node precedence tree having output
r, and let D be the descent labeling of T . Every schedule that executes tree T requires a token space of
size D(r) at some step.
Proof. The proof is by induction on n = ‖N (T )‖, the size of tree T . In the base case, when n = 1, the
output r becomes a token after it is executed, while D(r) = 1, whence the claim.
Assume that any schedule for any precedence tree T ′ having n′ < n nodes requires a token space of
size equal to the descent label of the output of T ′, at some step. Let T be an n-node precedence tree
having output r and let D be the descent labeling for T . Let σ be an arbitrary schedule for T .
Let I(r) = {u0, u1, . . . , um−1} be the set of immediate predecessors of the output r . Let L be the
reduction of schedule σ on tree Tu , for an arbitrary 0   < m:
L = {(v, k) | (v, k) ∈ σ ∧ v ∈ Tu}.
Since L is a schedule for tree Tu , which has fewer than n nodes (as it does not contain output r of T ), by
the inductive hypothesis there exists a node v ∈ N (Tu) such that the token space in L contains a total
of D(u) tokens at some step t when v is executed:
‖T (L, t)‖  D(u).
At any step, the token space of schedule σ contains the token space of schedule L; in particular, at
step t :
T (L, t) ⊆ T (σ, t).
However, the token space of schedule σ also contains at least one token from every subtree Ti such that
i /=  and the execution of Ti in schedule σ starts before step t . In particular, T (σ, t) contains at least
one token from each such subtree whose execution starts before any node of Tu is executed.
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Let π ∈ SI(r) be that permutation of the set I(r) = {u0, u1, . . . , um−1} that orders I(r) so that the
execution of the tree having output π(i) begins in schedule σ before the start of the execution of the tree
having output π(j) whenever i < j . If u = π(k), then there are k trees whose execution begins before
the execution of Tu :
‖T (σ, t)‖  k + ‖T (L, t)‖  k +D(π(k)).
Since the choice of  is arbitrary:
τ(σT )  max
0k<m





By Proposition 19, the minimum occurs when the descent labels are ordered in a non-increasing order;
by Definition 11, this minimum equals the descent label of the output, whence the claim:
τ(σT )  D(r). 
3.5. Optimality of schedule Υ
The lower bound derived in Theorem 20 holds true for all multiprocessor executions since it is inde-
pendent of both the width and the length of the schedule. For single-processor executions, however, this
lower bound is tight, since Theorems 15 and 20 combine to yield the following conclusion:
Corollary 21 (Optimal single-processor schedule). Every precedence tree T is executed by schedule Υ
in optimal number of steps and with a token space of optimal size.
4. Multiprocessor execution
This section presents our multiprocessor schedule Υ (ω) and proves that Υ (ω) executes any precedence
tree with a constant-factor deviation from the optimal time, using a token space whose size exceeds the
lower bound by a factor not greater than the number of processors ω. The factor of ω, by which the
token-space size created by schedule Υ (ω) exceeds the lower bound of Theorem 20 (Section 3.4) is
inherent in the efficient executions of precedence trees in the following sense: There exists a family of
trees such that every schedule that executes these trees in near-optimal time creates a token space whose
size exceeds the lower bound by a factor ω.
Our multiprocessor schedule Υ (ω) is organized around the multiprocessor versionD(ω) of the descent
labeling in a very much the same way as the single-processor schedule Υ is organized around labelingD.
We begin with the definition of the multiprocessor descent labeling in Section 4.1. The multiprocessor
schedule Υ (ω) is presented in Section 4.2. Section 4.3.2 shows that the running time of schedule Υ (ω)
exceeds the optimal time by a factor not greater than 3. Section 4.3.3 shows that the token-space size
of schedule Υ (ω) exceeds the lower bound of Theorem 20 by a factor not greater than ω. Section 4.3.4
exhibits a family of trees, which we term path-descent trees, with the property that for every ω and for
every 0 <   1, there exist infinitely many path-descent trees, such that every schedule that executes
any of these trees in time not exceeding (2 − ) times the optimal requires a token space of size equal to
that created by schedule Υ (ω).
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4.1. Descent labeling D(ω)
The purpose of the descent labeling is to identify subtrees of the given tree that are to be executed in
sequence with respect to each other, and to determine their relative order of execution. The difference
between the multiprocessor descent labeling D(ω) and the single-processor descent labeling D is in that
in the multiprocessor labeling D(ω) each such selected subtree is intended to be executed efficiently in
parallel by ω processors.
The following definition emphasizes the point of distinction between the two labelings.
Definition 22 (Tree width). The width ψ(T ) of precedence tree T is the number of inputs of T :
ψ(T ) = ‖{u ∈ N (T ) | di(u) = 0}‖.
The two labelings differ in the base case of their recursive specifications. While the single-processor
labeling D reserves label 1 for a single node, the multiprocessor labeling D(ω) assigns label 1 to entire
subtrees whose width does not exceed ω. (Fig. 2 presents the 4-processor labeling of the tree given in
Fig. 1.)
Definition 23 (Descent labeling D(ω)). Let T be a precedence tree having output r , and let ω be a
positive integer. Let I(r) = {u0, u1, . . . , um−1} be the set of immediate predecessors of r . Define a




1 if ψ(T )  ω,
max0i<m(D(ω)Tui (ui) + i) if ψ(T ) > ω ∧ v = r
∧ D(ω)Tu0 (u0)  D
(ω)
Tu1
(u1)  · · ·  D(ω)Tum−1 (um−1),
D(ω)Tui (v) if ψ(T ) > ω ∧ v ∈ N (Tui ).
Fig. 2. A precedence tree labeled by D(4).
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Function D(ω)T is the descent labeling of tree T ; D(ω)T (v) is the descent label of node v ∈ N (T ); ω is the
width of the labeling.
Where no ambiguity may arise as to the underlying tree, D(ω)T is written as D(ω).
4.1.1. Relationship between labelings D and D(ω)
The unique term descent labeling, already employed in Section 3.1 for function D (Definition 11), is
duly retained for function D(ω) of Definition 23, as follows from this proposition:
Proposition 24 (D and D(1)). For a precedence tree T :
DT = D(1)T .
Proof. The proof is by induction on n = ‖N (T )‖, the size of the tree T . When n = 1, the only node r
receives the descent labels DT (r) = D(1)T (r) = 1.
Assume that for every precedence tree T ′ of size n′ = ‖N (T ′)‖ < n, labelings DT ′ and D(1)T ′ are
identical. Let T be an n-node precedence tree having output r . Two cases may occur:
Case 1. T has only one enabled input: ψ(T ) = 1.
In this case tree T is really an n-node path Pn, hence both DT and D(1)T assign 1 as the label of every
node of tree T .
Case 2. T has more than one enabled input: ψ(T ) > 1.
Let I(r) be the set of immediate predecessors of r . By the inductive hypothesis, this set is of the form:
I(r) = {u0, u1, . . . , um−1}, where
DT (u0)=D(1)Tu0 (u0)DT (u1)=D
(1)
Tu1
(u1)  · · · DT (um−1)=D(1)Tum−1 (um−1).
Since every tree Tui has fewer than n nodes, as it does not contain the output r , the inductive hypothesis
applies to them all, thus establishing the claim for all nodes of tree T other than the output r:
(∀i)(∀v)(v ∈ N (Tui ) 	⇒ DT (v) = DTui (v) = D
(1)
Tui
(v) = D(1)T (v)),
where 0  i < m.
Finally, for the output r of T , by Definition 11:
DT (r) = max
0i<m
(DT (ui) + i)
while, by Definition 23:




whence the claim: DT (r) = D(1)T (r). 
In a given tree, descent labelsD(ω) form a non-decreasing sequence along any path. More interesting-
ly, for a given tree the descent label of any node is a non-increasing function of the width of the labeling,
as claimed in the following lemma:
Lemma 25 (D(ω) and D(ω+1)). Let T be a precedence tree and let ω be a positive integer. For an
arbitrary node v ∈ N (T ) :
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D(ω)T (v)  D(ω+1)T (v).
Proof. The proof is by induction on n = ‖N (T )‖, the size of the tree T . When n = 1, the single node
r is assigned equal values by both labelings: D(ω)T (r) = D(ω+1)T (r) = 1.
Assume that the claim holds for every precedence tree T ′ of size n′ = ‖N (T ′)‖, where n′ < n. Let T
be an n-node precedence tree having output r . If ψ(T )  ω + 1 then D(ω+1)T (v) = 1  D(ω)T (v) for all
v ∈ N (T ), whence the claim. Therefore, assume that ψ(T ) > ω + 1.
Let I(r) = {u0, u1, . . . , um−1} be the set of immediate predecessors of r , ordered in a non-increasing
order of their descent labels of width ω:
D(ω)Tu0 (u0)  D
(ω)
Tu1
(u1)  · · ·  D(ω)Tum−1 (um−1).
Since every tree Tui has fewer than n nodes, as it does not contain the output r , the inductive hypothesis
applies to them all, thus establishing the claim for all nodes of tree T other than the output r:
(∀i)(∀v)(v ∈ N (Tui ) 	⇒ D(ω)T (v) = D(ω)Tui (v)  D
(ω+1)
Tui
(v) = D(ω+1)T (v)),
where 0  i < m.
To show that the claim holds for output r of T , consider the set I(r) of its immediate predecessors,
ordered in a non-increasing order of their descent labels of width ω + 1:
I(r) = {v0, v1, . . . , vm−1}, D(ω+1)Tv0 (v0)  D
(ω+1)
Tv1
(v1)  · · ·  D(ω+1)Tvm−1 (vm−1).
By Definition 23, there exists  such that 0   < m, while:
D(ω+1)T (r) = max0im(D
(ω+1)
Tvi
(vi) + i) = D(ω+1)Tv (v) + .
Let I ′ = {v0, v1, . . . , v} be the first  + 1 nodes of I(r), according to the non-increasing order of their
descent labels of width ω + 1. By the inductive hypothesis:
(∀vi ∈ I ′)(D(ω)Tvi (vi)  D
(ω+1)
Tvi
(vi)  D(ω+1)Tv (v)).
Since ‖I ′‖ =  + 1, there exists at least one element of I ′, say vp ∈ I ′, such that vp = uj , for some





 D(ω)Tuj (uj ) + j
= D(ω)Tvp (vp) + j
 D(ω)Tvp (vp) + 
 D(ω+1)Tvp (vp) + 
 D(ω+1)Tv (v) + 
= D(ω+1)T (r). 
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Lemmas 13 and 25 yield:
Lemma 26 (Bounding descent labels). Let T be an n-node precedence tree having in-degree ; and let
r be the output of T . For a positive integer ω :
D(ω)T (r) 
{
1 if  = 1,
(− 1) lg n if  > 1.
4.2. Schedule Υ (ω)
Schedule Υ (ω) is expressed in a form completely analogous to that of the single-processor schedule
Υ —the essential difference being due to dovetailing, rather than sequencing, the schedules of individual
subtrees.
Definition 27 (Schedule Υ (ω)). Let T be an n-node precedence tree having output r , and let ω be a
positive integer. Schedule Υ (ω)T : N (T ) → N for T is defined (recursively) as follows:
ψ(T )  ω 	⇒ Υ (ω)T = B(ω)T .
Let I(r) = {u0, u1, . . . , um−1} be the set of immediate predecessors of the output r , listed in a non-
increasing order of the descent labels:




T = (Υ (ω)Tu0 ∇ Υ
(ω)
Tu1
∇ Υ (ω)Tu2 · · · ∇ Υ
(ω)
Tum−1
) § {(r, 1)}.
4.3. Performance of schedule Υ (ω)
We proceed to show that for a precedence tree T and a positive integer ω, there exist functions c1 and
c2 that do not depend on the size of the tree T , such that schedule Υ (ω)T executes tree T in a number of
steps at most c1 times the optimal, while using a token space of size at most c2 times the lower bound.
Section 4.3.2 proves that c1 = 3; Section 4.3.3 proves that c2 = ω. Section 4.3.4 exhibits a family of
precedence trees such that every schedule for which c1 = 2 − , for arbitrary 0 <   1, requires that
c2 = ω for infinitely many instances of this family. To facilitate our analysis, we start out by introducing
a schedule decomposition mechanism in Section 4.3.1.
4.3.1. I-M-F decomposition of schedules
The single-processor schedule Υ and the multiprocessor schedule Υ (ω) have the same underlying
idea: a depth-first traversal, where the subtrees whose outputs have the same successor are visited in a
non-increasing order of their descent labels. However, the difficulty in the multiprocessor execution is
that a strictly sequential ordering among the subtrees, analogous to that found in the single-processor
schedule Υ , cannot be employed without loss of efficiency. The multiprocessor labelingD(ω) is followed
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by as many as ω processors, and the goal is to keep them all active. This goal cannot be attained if the
execution of a subtree begins only after the end of the execution of the preceding subtree in the sequence
induced by the descent labeling. In fact, the last step of any precedence-tree schedule σ is the singleton
of the form (r, ‖σ‖), where r is the output of the underlying tree. Therefore, at this last step only one
processor is active, while the remaining ω − 1 processors are certainly idle. However, this straightfor-
ward observation does not imply the impossibility of efficient descent-label directed scheduling—as a
consequence of the underlying tree structure, the just stated property actually enables a solution. First
of all, such a simple fact as the uniqueness of the output of a precedence tree suffices to establish the
following claim:
Proposition 28 (I-M-F decomposition). Let T be a precedence tree and let σ be an ω-processor schedule
for T . Schedule σ can be expressed as:
σ = σ I § σM § σF
such that the width of σ I is never less than (ω/2), while a non-empty schedule σF never has more than
ω enabled nodes and always executes every enabled node. Precisely,
(∀i ∈ {1, . . . , ‖σ I‖})(‖(σ I )−1(i)‖  (ω/2)),
(∀i ∈ {1, . . . , ‖σF ‖})(‖σF (i)‖  ω),
(∀i ∈ {1, . . . , ‖σF ‖})(∀u ∈ σF (i))(u ∈ (σF )−1(i)),
σF /= ∅.
Schedule σ I is the initial stage of σ ; σM is the middle stage of σ ; σF is the final stage of σ. 
Generally, for a given schedule, the decomposition of Proposition 28 is not unique. In fact, given
an arbitrary ω-processor schedule σT for a tree having output r , the only fact known for certain is
that the last step belongs to the final stage: (r, ‖σ‖) ∈ σF . Proposition 28 poses no constraints on the
middle stage σM of such a schedule σ , so σM may include the entire schedule σ prior to its final
step (r, ‖σ‖), since the initial stage σ I need not be non-empty. Furthermore, while the initial stage σ I
contains initial steps of σ that are of width at least (ω/2) (if such exist), σ I need not contain all such
steps.
The crucial property of both initial and final stages in an I-M-F decomposition of any schedule is that
these two stages may be considered efficient, though for different reasons. The initial stage is deemed ef-
ficient because it employs at least (ω/2) processors at any step. Consequently, any dovetail of a schedule
σ with another schedule σ ′ starts executing nodes of σ ′ only after the initial stage σ I of schedule σ is
completed. The width of a final-stage schedule is a non-increasing function of its step; such width never
exceeds ω. Furthermore, a final-stage schedule executes all enabled nodes. In conclusion, a final-stage
schedule is, within the subtree it executes, equivalent to the time-optimal schedule B(ω) (Definition 8).
The following proposition summarizes the just given analysis.
Proposition 29 (Initial and final stages). Let σ = σ I § σM § σF be an I-M-F decomposition of an ω-
processor schedule σ, where S = (σF )−1 is the domain of the final stage σF ; let σ ′ be an ω-processor
schedule. Then
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σF = B(ω)S ,
σ ∇ σ ′ = σ I § ((σM § σF ) ∇ σ ′). 
By convention, unless otherwise stated, we assume that an arbitrary I-M-F decomposition of any
schedule is chosen so that the length of the final stage be as large as possible. Next, the initial stage is
chosen to be as long as possible. The remaining part of the schedule is its middle stage.
4.3.2. Length of schedule Υ (ω)
The relative inefficiency of any schedule may be viewed as originating in the middle stage of its
I-M-F decomposition. While the initial stage of an I-M-F decomposition of a schedule employs at least
one half of the processors, no level of processor activity is guaranteed in the middle stage of such a
decomposition. Furthermore, while the final stage executes every enabled node in its subtree, no subtree
can be claimed to be completed in optimal time by the middle stage alone. Indeed, to arrive at the
claimed length of schedule Υ (ω), we show that this schedule does not have a middle stage. Since Υ (ω) is
an iteration of dovetails, we start out by showing that a dovetail need not create a middle stage, provided
that its components do not have a middle stage.
Proposition 30 (I-M-F decomposition of dovetail). The dovetail of two schedules that do not have a
middle stage does not have a middle stage. Precisely:
(σ1 = σ I1 § σF1 ) ∧ (σ2 = σ I2 § σF2 ) 	⇒ σ1 ∇ σ2 = (σ1 ∇ σ2)I § (σ1 ∇ σ2)F .
Proof. First, note that the width of σ1 ∇ σ2 does not fall below (ω/2) until both σ1 and σ2 reach their
final stages. Indeed, by construction, for every (non-empty) step of σ1 ∇ σ2, derived from steps of σ1
and σ2 that are not both final-stage steps, one of two cases may occur. The first case occurs when such
a step of σ1 ∇ σ2 contains a complete step of σ1 of width not less than (ω/2), or a complete step of σ2
of width not less than (ω/2). The second case occurs when such a step is one of two contiguous steps
whose joint width exceeds ω, where the first in such a pair of steps has width exactly (ω/2), whence the
claim.
Next, when both σ1 and σ2 are in their final stages, their widths do not increase with succeeding steps,
hence there is exactly one step, say k, when their combined width ‖σ−11 (k) ∪ σ−12 (k)‖ = ‖σ−1(k)‖ +
‖σ−12 (k)‖ for the first time becomes less than (ω/2) and remains so thereafter. Before step k, the dovetail
σF1 ∇ σF2 remains in its initial stage; at step k it enters its final stage. 
The following proposition guarantees that the basic component of schedule Υ (ω), schedule B(ω), does
not itself introduce a middle stage into the composition:
Proposition 31 (I-M-F decomposition of schedule B(ω)). Schedule B(ω) does not have a middle stage:
B(ω) = (B(ω))I § (B(ω))F .
Proof. By Definition 8, schedule B(ω) executes fewer than ω nodes per step only when there are fewer
than ω available nodes. Before the width of the executed tree falls below ω, schedule B(ω) is in its initial
stage; once this width falls below ω it remains so thereafter, thus bringing B(ω) into its final stage. 
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We proceed to show that the recursive composition of schedule Υ (ω) preserves an I-M-F decomposi-
tion without a middle stage.
Lemma 32 (I-M-F decomposition of schedule Υ (ω)). Schedule Υ (ω) does not have a middle stage:
Υ (ω) = (Υ (ω))I § (Υ (ω))F .
Proof. The proof is by induction on n, the size of the tree executed by Υ (ω). When n = 1, the only step
executes only one node, thus the schedule reduces to its nonempty final stage.
Assume that every schedule Υ (ω)
T ′ : N (T ′) → N for an arbitrary tree T ′ of size ‖N (T ′)‖ = n′ < n
comprises a sequence of one initial and one nonempty final stage. Let T be an n-node precedence tree
having output r . If ψ(T )  ω then Υ (ω) = B(ω), so the proof is concluded by appealing to Proposition
31. Assume, therefore, that ψ(T ) > ω.
Let I(r) = {u0, u1, . . . , um−1} be the set of immediate predecessors of the output r , listed in a non-
increasing order of the descent labels:
D(ω)T (u0)  D(ω)T (u1)  · · ·  D(ω)T (um−1).
Compose a sequence of schedules  as follows:
0 = Υ (ω)Tu0 .
For any i such that 1  i < m:
i = (Mi−1 § Fi−1) ∇ Υ (ω)Tui .
Finally
m = Mm−1 § Fm−1.
By applying Proposition 29 m times, we obtain:
Υ
(ω)
T = I0 § I1 § · · · § Im−1 § m § {(r, 1)}.
To prove the claim it suffices to show that Mm = ∅. To this end, we show that:
(∀i, 0  i  m)(Mi = ∅).
Indeed, M0 = ∅, because schedule 0 = Υ (ω)Tu0 does not have a middle stage, by the inductive hypothe-
sis. The claim propagates through the entire sequence i , where 1  i  m, because i = (Mi−1§Fi−1)
∇Υ (ω)Tui = 
F
i−1∇Υ (ω)Tui is the dovetail of two schedules without a middle stage, hence, by Proposition 30,
is itself without a middle stage. 
The absence of a middle stage translates into the following upper bound on the execution time of such
a schedule.
Theorem 33 (Near-optimality of schedules without a middle stage). Let T be a precedence tree and let
σ be an ω-processor schedule for T , while t = ‖B(ω)‖ is the optimal length for an ω-processor execution
of T .
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If σ = σ I § σF then ‖σ‖  3t .
Proof. There are at least (ω/2)‖σ I‖ nodes in (σ I )−1; therefore, every schedule that executes all nodes
in (σ I )−1 must have length at least as large as t I = (1/2)‖σ I‖. On the other hand, σF is of optimal
length tF = ‖σF ‖, since σF is a final schedule. Hence:
t  max(tF , tI )
while
‖σ‖ = ‖σF ‖ + ‖σ I‖ = tF + 2t I  3t. 
Lemma 32 and Theorem 33 yield the upper bound on the length of our schedule Υ (ω).
Corollary 34 (Length of schedule Υ (ω)). Let T be a precedence tree and let tω be the optimal time for
the execution of T in an ω-processor schedule.
‖Υ (ω)T ‖  3tω.
4.3.3. Token space in schedule Υ (ω)
The token space argument for schedule Υ (ω) is analogous to the single-processor version presented
in Theorem 15, as both rely on the corresponding descent labelings. Some minor differences occur in
the induction step, due to the composite structure of Υ (ω).
Theorem 35 (Token space in schedule Υ (ω)). Let T be a degree- precedence tree having output r. The
token-space size of schedule Υ (ω)T for tree T is as follows:
τ(Υ
(ω)
T )  ωD(ω)T (r).
Proof. The proof is by induction on n = ‖N (T )‖, the size of tree T . In the base case, when n = 1, the
only node is the output r , which becomes a token after it is executed, while ωD(ω)T (r) = ω, whence the
claim.
Assume that the token-space size τ(Υ (ω)
T ′ ) of schedule Υ
(ω) for any precedence tree T ′ having n′ < n
nodes does not exceed ωD(ω)
T ′ (r
′), where r ′ is the output of T ′. Let T be an n-node precedence tree having
output r . If ψ(T )  ω then Υ (ω)T = B(ω)T , while τ(B(ω)T )  ω, so the claim holds straightforwardly.
Assume, therefore, that ψ(T ) > ω.
Let schedule sequences Υ (ω)Tui and i be as in the proof of Lemma 32.
Schedule Υ (ω) begins as (Υ (ω)0 )
I
. By the inductive hypothesis, τ((Υ (ω)0 )
I )  ωD(ω)Tu0 (u0)  ωD
(ω)
T (r),
so the claim holds until the completion of (Υ (ω)0 )
I
. At any step following the end of (Υ (ω)0 )
I the token
space contains the token spaces of two dovetailed schedules: Fi−1 and Υ
(ω)
Tui
for some 1  i < m, along
with no more than one output token from every subtree Tuk , where 0  k  i − 1, whose execution has
already ended. Since a final schedule can have only as many as ω tokens, by virtue of having no more
than ω enabled intputs, the inductive hypothesis yields:




(i − 1 + ω + ωD(ω)Tui (ui))
 max
1i<m




= ωD(ω)T (r). 
4.3.4. Existential near-optimality of schedule Υ (ω)
Theorem 20, Lemma 25, Corollary 34, and Theorem 35 yield the final upper-bound claim on the
efficiency of our schedule Υ (ω).
Corollary 36 (Near-optimality of schedule Υ (ω)). Given a precedence tree T , let tω be the length of
a time-optimal ω-processor schedule for T , and let τ be the optimal token-space size required for the
execution of T . Schedule Υ (ω)T executes T in no more than 3tω steps, using a token space of size not
greater than ωτ :
‖Υ (ω)T ‖  3tω,
τ (Υ
(ω)
T )  ωτ.
While the execution time of schedule Υ (ω) is within the factor of 3 from the optimal regardless of
the size of the tree or the number of processors, the token-space size required by schedule Υ (ω) may
exceed our lower bound of Theorem 20 by a factor as great as the number of processors ω. While this
lower bound is actually attained by the single-processor schedule Υ , it is not immediately clear whether
the same lower bound is appropriate for the multiprocessor execution. Formally, every multiprocessor
execution is allowed to utilize only one of its processors and thereby attain the single-processor lower
bound on the token-space size, at a cost of the single-processor execution time. Indeed, it would be more
interesting to establish a lower bound on the token-space size for those executions of trees where ω
processors are utilized efficiently. However, the very possibility of efficient use of a number of processors
depends very much on the structure of the scheduled tree. At the same time, our goal is to design a
schedule that is provably efficient for all precedence trees.
Intuitively, it appears satisfactory when each of ω processors that operate simultaneously requires for
itself a token space of size not exceeding that required by a single processor that executes the same
tree alone. Such is the case of our schedule Υ (ω). Still, a question may be posed whether an altogether
different scheduling strategy could prevent this ω-fold expansion of the token space without a substantial
deterioration of the execution time. This section offers evidence to the contrary. Specifically, we show
that for every ω-processor schedule that executes in near-optimal time there exist infinitely many trees
for which such schedule creates a token-space equal to τ(Υ (ω)).
We commence by defining the core subtree of the family of precedence trees that serves as our exam-
ple (see Fig. 3.)
Definition 37 (Basic path-descent trees). Let P [i], for 1  i  ω, be a sequence of paths such that path
P [i] is of length i − 1; let r [i] be the output of path P [i]. The basic width-ω path-descent tree, W [ω], is
obtained by connecting the outputs of the sequence P [i] into a path:
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Fig. 3. Basic path-descent tree W [8] of Width 8.
P [i] = Pi,







A(P [i]) ∪ {(ri, ri+1) | 1  i < ω}.
Every basic path-descent tree is executable in a token-space of size as small as 2—given an arbitrary
basic path-descent tree W [ω] having output r , thenDW [ω](r) = 2, as is straightforwardly concluded from
Definition 11. Since the descent labelingD(ω) assigns label 1 to all nodes of the tree W [ω], it follows from
Theorem 35 that schedule Υ (ω)
W [ω] creates ω tokens while executing W
[ω] in optimal time. We proceed to
show that such token-space size characterizes all time-optimal executions of W [ω].
Consider a basic width-ω path-descent tree W [ω]. The distance between any input of W [ω] to the
output is exactly ω − 1, which is thus a lower bound on the length of every schedule that executes W [ω].
Since the width of the tree is trivially ψ(W [ω]) = ω, this lower bound is readily attained, say by schedule
B
(ω)
W [ω] . However, this optimal length is achieved only if every input is executed at the first step, which
forces every time-optimal schedule to create ω tokens. Therefore, every time-optimal schedule for the
path-descent tree W [ω] requires a token space of size equal to that required by our schedule Υ (ω).
This space-time tradeoff, inherent in the ω-processor execution of basic path-descent tree W [ω], is
straightforwardly observed in similar trees of larger size (see Fig. 4.)
Definition 38 (Path-descent trees). The path-descent tree of width ω and length k + j , denoted as W [ω]k+j ,
for some integers k, j  0, is obtained from the basic width-ω path descent tree W [ω] by identifying each
input of W [ω] with the output of a length-k path Pk+1, and by identifying the output of W [ω]k+j with the
input of a length-j path Pj+1.
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Fig. 4. Path-descent tree W [8]2+3 of width 8 and length 2 + 3.
Evidently, W [ω] = W [ω]0+0. The size of the basic width-ω path-descent tree is ‖W [ω]‖ = ω(ω + 1)/2;
the size of the path-descent tree of the same width having length k + j is ‖W [ω]k+j‖ = ‖W [ω]‖ + kω +
j = ω(ω + 1)/2 + kω + j . By an argument identical to that presented for the basic path-descent tree
W [ω], we conclude that the length of an optimal ω-processor schedule for W [ω]k+j is ω − 1 + k + j ; every




, which executes W [ω]k+j
in optimal time. Also, every tree W [ω]k+j is executable in token-space of size 2.
Since W [ω]k+j contains as subgraphs ω mutually independent paths of length k, every execution that
creates no more than ω − 1 tokens must execute one of these paths after some other path, thus spending
at least 2k time steps. However, when k is much greater than both ω and j , then k approaches the length
of a time-optimal schedule for ω-processor execution of W [ω]k+j . Hence, every schedule that creates fewer
than ω tokens while executing W [ω]k+j is about as twice as long as optimal.
This analysis introduces the following theorem.
Theorem 39 (Scheduling path-descent trees). Given an integer ω  2 :
(a) For every integer n  ω(ω + 1)/2 there exists a path-descent tree of size n whose every time-optimal
ω-processor execution requires a token space of size equal to that created by schedule Υ (ω); schedule
Υ (ω) executes this tree in optimal time.
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(b) For every 0 <   1, there exist infinitely many path-descent trees such that every ω-processor
schedule that executes any of these trees in time not exceeding (2 − ) times the optimal requires a
token space of size equal to that created by schedule Υ (ω); schedule Υ (ω) executes every such tree
in optimal time.
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